
INTRODUCTION
Shopping is an emotional experience. We make many impulsive retail purchases and these

decisions are guided by our emotions. With economy and marketing shifting from products to services,
creating an emotional customer experience is becoming a differentiation strategy for competitive edge
over competitors for retail stores. Emotions are an integral part of customers’ retailing experience and
retailers need to understand customers’ emotions and also shape retail environments to cultivate
desired emotions and also eliminate undesired ones (Dahlhoff, 2013; Kumar et al., 2010). Retail design
uses spatial cues to entertain as well as entice the customers to purchase the merchandise. Success of
retail designs are measured by footfall of the retail stores against the store’s overall productivity.
Retailers need to understand how consumers’ emotions are triggered and how those emotions affect
shoppers’ behaviour. While the effects of environmental store characteristics like its design, space,
layout, lighting, colour, music, etc contribute for an emotional retail experience, other factors that
affect retail emotions need to be considered for instrumental business success (Yoo et al., 1998).

Many retail stores offer the same products and so does online retails. What can we do to make
people buy from our stores and motivate customers to come back? The answer in to offer an outstanding
shopping experience that sets you apart from competitors, one customers will remember and want to
repeat.

People have changed the way they shop. With the online sales revolution, there is an ever
increasing dependency on technology and customers expect to be able to shop whenever they want
and wherever they are. People use a variety of means to buy products: online purchase, in-store
purchase, researching online before buying in-store or vice versa. Although there is a rise in online
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retailing, many people still go to stores to buy merchandise. People want to see, touch and feel certain
products before buying them. Some people love to buy merchandise in-store simply because they
enjoy in-store shopping experience. This paper focuses on in-store retail experience and does not
concern with online retailing.

Emotional retail experience :
With many products and services to choose from, consumers expect a more meaningful retail

experience. They look for a personal memorable experience appealing to their senses, emotions and
values. Customer retail experience involves customers’ cognitive, emotional and intuitive level and is
viewed as a new source for value creation. Petermans et al. (2009) observed that a retail experience
which succeeds in delivering value to the customer can become key to long-term retailer success.
There is a growing recognition that providing superior customer experience value is instrumental for
retail success. Yoo et al. (1998) identified seven store characteristics through several studies based
on retail emotional experience – product assortment, value, salesperson’s service, after sale service,
location, facilities and atmosphere. Kumar et al. (2010) identified colour, lighting, music, crowding,
design and layout, olfactory factors and tactile factors as cues that influence retail atmospheric
stimulus on consumers. Turley and Miliman (2000) identified 58 store environment variables and
classified them into five main categories of store atmospherics – external, general interior, layout
and design, point-of-purchase and decoration, and human. In line with these studies, this paper
attempts to discuss four determinants of retail atmospherics: design and layout, colour and lighting,
crowding and senses and how they influence customer emotions.

Retail design and layout :
The goal of retail design is to get customers to the threshold of the store and to influence

purchase. It is a creative and commercial discipline incorporating elements of interior decoration,
industrial design, graphic design, ergonomics and advertising. It concerns with the aesthetics of the
retail environment and an understanding of the store dimensions functionally and commercially. One
of the most striking features of a great retail store is its attractive appearance. Since design of retail
store environments aim to provide inspiration for customers, designers and retailers need to have an
understanding of customers’ value to functionally and emotionally appeal them to make purchases
(Petermans et al., 2009).

Shop windows are the eyes of a retail store, telling a story that communicates through into the
physical space. A striking piece of visual merchandising can capture shoppers’ attention and encourage
them to cross the threshold of the store. Retail value can be communicated to customers for a better
retail experience by increasing search efficiency, comfort, product quality, price, displays, etc. Customers
have a tendency to hurry and retailers should strive to slow down this journey and increase customers’
time in the store. Placing large, eye-catching display at the entrance and key products at the front of
the store will help customers decide whether they like what they see. Stopping customers at the
entrance can encourage them to travel further into the store. A distinguishing trait of successful retail
stores is their visual simplicity and transparency. The store should be easy to navigate, enabling the
customers to immediately know if the store has what he wants and where it is located. The store layout
should allow for an enjoyable shopping experience by means of wide enough aisles to accommodate
traffic flow, clean fitting rooms, places to sit and relax for tired shoppers and avoiding physical
obstructions (Roberts, 2015; Burke, 2005).

Signs and maps should use familiar language and visuals to aid wayfinding and navigation.
They should be positioned and angled to be seen easily by customers. Section specific colour
schemes, layouts, lighting, materials and ceiling heights can facilitate product department and category
identification and distinction (Burke, 2005)
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Retail colour and lighting :
Colour and lighting are important elements of retail environment. They change customer moods,

create excitement and influence consumption behaviour. Customers associate meanings with colours;
blue for boys and masculinity, pink for girls and feminity, red for love, green for freshness, etc. Clever
colour choices have the potential to create an immersive environment reinforcing the retail image.
Understanding colour prejudices and their meanings beyond their textual context on a local scale
helps add value to the retail image (Kumar et al., 2010; Roberts, 2015). Retailers can use colour and
lighting to influence customer arousal level. It has been found that warm colours increase customer
arousal level (Kaltcheva and Weitz, 2006). Lighting is not only essential for highlighting products but
also to guide and influence customer moods. Lighting conditions influence consumers’ time perception,
visibility and store image. Illuminated shelving, light boxes, integrated lighting and focused lighting
can be used to evoke emotions and deliver pleasant retail experience. Variations in brightness and
colour of lighting are observed in different retail set ups. Different colour and lighting schemes can aid
department and product category identification and distinction (Kumar et al., 2010; Burke, 2005).

Retail crowding :
Retail crowding is concerned with human and spatial crowding with regard to the number of

people in a store at a particular point of time. Customers may experience feelings of discomfort and
suffocation due to excessive crowding and the amount of inventory displayed in the store depending
on their personal tolerance level. Retailers offer an extensive product assortment to satisfy the needs
and wants of a heterogeneous customer base. In such cases, products should be arranged and
displayed in ways that simplify purchase decisions. Excessive crowding can lead to excessive
stimulation of the customers’ emotions resulting in negative or no associations formed with the retails
store. This may lead to lack of interest, decrease in exploratory tendencies, lack of interaction with
sales personnel, delay in shopping time, unnecessary distractions and ultimately decrease in customer
value. Marking out customer pathway can help lead customers in the directions retailers want them to
move. Retailers know the paths they want customers to take around their store and have a clear idea
of which products lead where. Stores need to make this journey obvious to shoppers to help counter
with excessive crowding and increase customer dwell time in store and sales. It has been found that
customers naturally veer towards the right when they enter a retail space and therefore it is advised to
capitalise on this by placing visually interesting signs and key products on the right (Kumar et al.,
2010; Roberts, 2015; Burke, 2005).

Clutter distracts customers from their shopping goals and reduces efficiency of in-store
communication. It interferes with customer’s ability to visually and physically navigate through the
store to find desired merchandise. Retail clutter can be through signs or the merchandise itself. Signs
that provide inconsistent or irrelevant information should be avoided. Merchandise clutter can be
avoided through wide enough aisles to accommodate merchandise and customer traffic, using simple
and functional fixtures, keeping shelves straight, grouping products based on similarity and limiting
out-of-season and unpopular merchandise (Burke, 2005).

Retail senses – music, fragrance and temperature :
Retail environments are sensory, creating emotional and cognitive reactions in shoppers through

sight, smell, sound and touch. Experiential shopping includes seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and
tasting products on display. Studies have shown that music activates moods and emotions, making
people pay more attention to their own preferences and attitudes and less to product attributes such
as price. It also suggested that physical warmth increase sales and willingness-to-pay by activating
the concept of emotional warmth, which in turn generates positive feelings and induce consumers to
place a higher value on products. Music can increase consumer value and shopping volume by
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providing relaxation and calmness to customers (Dahlhoff, 2013). Fragrance and temperature help
create a holistic atmosphere in retail store, making it soothing, cosy and comfortable for customers.
Smell affects areas of the brain that deal with emotions, feelings and motivation which leads to
behavioural response. Congruency of customers’ age, gender, and ethnicity with olfactory factors are
used to influence consumer buying behaviour. Tactile factors influence emotional experience that
potentially increase or decrease customer value due to personal comfort and aesthetic value (Kumar
et al., 2010).

Conclusion :
Environmental elements such as lighting, music, window dressing and layouts, architectural

design, freshness and fragrance, appropriate temperature, soothing and trendy colour, attractive
logo, and gentle crowding are ideal conditions that can affect the current and future behaviour of
consumers in a retail setting (Smith and Burns, 1996). Retail environment communicates brand
personality and image of the store. Store image speaks about the identity of the store’s clientele and
acts as signals of quality and value to other customers. Research has confirmed Walt Disney’s saying
“People spend money when and where they feel good”. When customers enjoy the retail experience,
they spend more time browsing the store and are more likely to make purchases. A retail experience
that stimulate consumer’s sense evokes powerful emotions in customers by connecting with their
past experience and memories. Providing exceptional retail experiences to customers require paying
close attention to the needs and demands of customers, considerable time, effort, talent and financial
investment. Such significant investments create a more engaging, satisfying, emotional, memorable,
enjoyable and convenient retail experience for customers, resulting in a more profitable competitive
edge over competitors for retailers (Burke, 2005; Kumar et al., 2010; Dahlhoff, 2013).
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